
ENDING THE WAR AGAINST JAPAN ESSAY

Free Essay: Decisions to Drop the Bombs on Japan War in itself is an atrocity, to drop the atomic warheads on
America's enemy, yet in the end after all is said.

Another reason was to prohibit the possibility that an Axis country such as Nazi Germany, could create an
atomic weapon. To this day, people wonder if it was worth it. Roy: The price to keep the USSR in check was
steep: the use of a weapon of mass destruction that caused around , deaths most of them civilians and massive
suffering through radiation. The question of military necessity can be quickly put to rest. The earliest planned
invasion of the island was still three months away and the U. This is the world we cover. He argues that the U.
There is two views on the atomic bomb dropping, one side says it was the right thing to do while the other side
says it was the wrong thing to do and it seems as if the American people are the only ones that are saying that
it was the right thing to do Today, another eleven years on, Americans still have trouble coming to terms with
the truth about the bombs. This atomic bomb was dropped to force Japan into surrender, this bomb alone
destroyed Hiroshima and over 90, people were instantly killed in the explosion and an additional , people
perished from burns and radiation sickness. It all started when World War II began in  Was it necessary?
George: The large civilian death toll that resulted from the bombings can be seen as a small price to pay by the
United States in return for their assertion of dominance on the world stage. The atomic bomb dropped on
Hiroshima, also known as Little boy was the biggest atomic bomb the world has ever seen. Then, during the
Great Depression, when the U. He is the founder of One Dollar For Life, a nonprofit that builds infrastructure
projects in the developing world from donations as small as one dollar. Army Air Forces, meant when he
observed, "The Japanese position was hopeless even before the first atomic bomb fell because the Japanese
had lost control of their own air. There was no appetite for suffering the fate of the Nazis or subjecting the
nation to more nightmarish ruination. The Manhattan Project was the exploration of atomic energy. Soviet
entry into the war was an alarming development for a military leadership that vowed to keep fighting to save
the Emperor. May 8 plus 90 days is August 8. The use of the atomic bombs was hoped to push the Japanese
the last bit to get them to surrender to the U. Truman, the next man up to fill in the role of recently deceased
president Roosevelt is faced with an arduous decision, advance more American soldiers into the final assault
of Japan, or use the recently developed atomic bomb as a chance to end the war swift and quick as possible
Reinforcements had been transferred from Manchuria to bolster the defense of Kyushu where the U. We want
the world to be a better place. It will determine whether or not his decision was justified. Defeat is inevitable
for people of Japan. Finally and perhaps most importantly, Stalin agreed at Yalta that once the War in Europe
was over, he would transfer his forces from Europe to Asia and within 90 days would enter the War in the
Pacific against Japan. Hopefully, as a result, the world will be a safer place. This is where timing becomes
critically important. The War in Europe ended on May 8,  The unethical reason is due to the fact that an
unfathomable amount of civilian lives that were lost. The axis powers did not know what was going on with
the development of the atomic bomb; there was a soviet spy in the project. There are no cases of a direct,
all-out war between the US and the Soviets that can be attributed to the potentially devastating effects of
atomic weaponry.


